
To (For Individual Customer)

CIF No.: Date of Birth : D D M M Y Y Y Y

Customer Name:
Address:

*Mobile number 9 1

Date:

MB

PAN:

Whenever there will be any change in the above mobile number ,I/we will inform the bank in writing.

Fund Transfer In IB 
(Y/N)IB PB

Single/
Joint Account

Account Number

PIN:

Telephone:
Number STD Code

Email Address:

My following accounts in your Bank may please be linked to the services indicated below. The first account may be considered as the primary account.

Sl. 
No. Services requested

SMSB

Fax:

I/We affirm, confirm and undertake that I/We have read and understood the terms and conditions for usage of the IB / SMSB / PB / MB services as set forth in
www.allahabadbank.in and that I/We agree on my/ our own belief, and will adhere to all the Terms and Conditions of opening/applying/ availing/maintaining / operating (as
applicable)for usage of IB/SMSB/MB services of Allahabad Bank as may be in force from time to time.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     

ALLAHABAD BANK
(A Govt. of India undertaking)

Request for usage of Internet / SMS / Phone/Mobile Banking Services 

I/We request you to please enroll me/us as a user of  Allahabad Bank's Internet/SMS/Phone/Mobile Banking (IB/SMSB/PB/MB) facilities:

The Branch Manager

Details of Applicant:-

State:City:

Date                Signature of the customer

                                                                     Mandate by Joint Account holders

We authorise ............................................................ to use the above mentioned services and link it with our Joint Account (which has its mode of operation as 'Either or Survivor',
'Former or Survivor') mentioned above on behalf of us. We have read and understood the Terms & Conditions for INTERNET BANKING / SMS BANKING / PHONE BANKING/
MOBILE BANKING and accept and agree to be bound by the same. We hereby confirm that all transactions arising from the use of requested services in the joint account shall be
binding on all the joint account holders, jointly and severally.

Place

STD Code

DatePlace

Signature of the joint account holder (1st)        Signature of  joint account holder(2nd)       Signature of  joint account holder(3rd)…………………………..

Place:     Signature of Checker (Level ….)

Certified that name of the customer, Title of the Account, address, signature(s) of the customer, mode of operation and other particulars given above are as per the branch
records. After completing all the required documentation and formalities for allowing bank's IB/SMSB/PB/MB facilities, this request application has been accepted and account/s
whose details are given above are properly linked for the purpose of extending IB/SMSB/PB/MB facilities at our end.
* We have delivered the login password & Docket No. ....................................... to the customer against the undernoted receipt and have also sent message to CBSPO for issuance

of Transaction password ./ * The account has been  enabled at our end for Mobile Banking, (Strike off whicever is not applicable)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           

Declaration for Internet / SMS / Phone/Mobile Banking 

For Branch use

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             ___________________________

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         Signature of the customer

                    Signature of the customer

Signature of Maker (Level……..)

          Signature Serial No.     Signature Serial No.

Receipt from IB customer
I/We requested Bank for grant and usage of its Interne Banking facilities. On completion of documentation and formalities for availment of these facilities, Bank has accepted
my/our application. In respect of this, I/we acknowledge receipt of 1(one) sealed envelope. On opening of this envelope, I/we have found duly intact the Internet Banking Login id
and Password(for instant IB) .I/We once again assure you that I/We shall abide by the terms & conditions of these services and these are accepted by me/us in this regard.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               




                    

 











          


         
     
           



           



         


           
         






   

         

          
         
             
         



       
         
          
           
      
          

     


        
       

       


         



         



        
        
         
         
         
       

          

           


          




       


      


          
         








          

           
 

         


      


           

 







           
         
         


         
        
         
   
         
   






         


            
           
          


 


            
       
           
          
    


  
  







                    

 






 







 
        
  
        







        
         
          
       


           
           
         
          


         

          
           


          
         
        
           
        
        






 
           
        

          
       






        
            




         
         
        
 
         


          












        


        
        
        






          
         

         
            
        

        


      
           
          

         



          
          

          


        
             

         




         
    
         
         
         
           


          



        

          








            
   
          

         
           
 

       

       
   
          
           







                    

 





        


         
        

         

         
 

         
         
           


        
            
        
 
         






          


         
        
        
    
           
    
 
         
         


          




          
 


           

         



      
          








        
      
         
   


        
          
       
         


         

 
        
            
         
  



       

          
          


           

      




         
         
          




           








        
        
          

      







 

  

          
       
           


          

        
        
    

           


         




           








  
    
  
           
        


          







                    

 








       

           
         





          


   

        
         







            

        
        


         
  
    
             
        
         

            






         
         
         
  
            
          
   

       
  
        



        

           
      



 

         
         







            
        
  

           


        
        
         
            
          
           
           



 
        
       

 
            
       
        



         







        




     

         
     
  


          
          
          

     
         
  
       



         
       


         

           
         
         







         
        


         
        

 
         











                    

 





        

  
         






     
          
 

        
    
         
         
         
          

        
       





          
          

         



          
        



          
        
             
         


           

         
          






         
      


        
           
          
 
           

        






           
      






        
    
          
        

      


  
   
 
             
        









   


            

 
        


         

       
         






          

          
          

         

 
          

          

 


          
 






          
        
 








           
          
           
        
   
   
           
        

            
       

     
         
           
      
         




                    

 







       
       
      
 




   



            

 
           
         
  





          
      

        
      

      

        
        




            
          
       
             
           
          
           
        
        
       
 

           






      
         
   
             
          




      

           





      



           


         
          
          







        
    
          
      



        

    
       
  


 

 
          


      
       


       
        
          


          
       
     
   
        


 











         

          





Allahabad Bank
Terms & Conditions for Mobile Banking Services

Definitions:  The  following  words  and  expression  shall  have  the  corresponding  meanings  wherever
appropriate:

1. “Account” shall  mean an account  with  the
Bank  in  which    a  request  for  availing  the
Mobile Banking Services has been registered.

2. “Bank” shall mean Allahabad Bank.

3. “MB” shall mean Mobile Banking Services of
the Bank.       

4. “Mobile  Phone  Number” shall  mean  the
mobile  number  that  has  been  used  by  the
customer  to  register  for
the facility.

5. “mPIN”  shall  mean  4  (four)  digit  numeric
mobile pin (password) for  the Mobile Banking
Services.

6. “T & C” shall mean Terms and Conditions. 

7. “tPIN”  shall  mean  4  (four)  digit  numeric
transaction  pin  (Password)  for  the  Mobile
Banking Services. 

8. “Trigger” shall mean the customized triggers
that are required to be set by the customer with
Allahabad  bank,  which  shall  enable  Bank  to
send the alerts relating to his account/s on the
mobile phone number.

9. “IMPS”  shall  mean  Interbank  Mobile
Payment Service

10. “MMID” shall mean Mobile Memory Identifier.
MMID is combination of MBIN (Mobile bin) and
MAS (Mobile account selector)

2. Applicability of Terms and Conditions: These terms and conditions are applicable for user using Mobile
Banking and Bank.  No customer is entitled to use MB without agreeing T&C for MB services. These T&C
shall be in addition to and not in derogation of other T&C relating to any account of the customer and/ or
the respective  product or  the  service  provided by the  Bank unless otherwise specifically  stated.  The
agreement shall remain valid until it is replaced by another agreement or terminated by either party or the
account is closed, whichever is earlier.

3. General rules Governing Mobile Banking Services
3.1.The facility will be available to customers having a Savings/ Current accounts in the Bank. 
3.2. MB is available for domestic as well as NRI customer. 
3.3. Incase of NRE/NRO customers fund transfer facility is restricted to intra-bank fund transfer from NRE

to NRE & NRE to NRO accounts only.
3.4.After receiving alerts from bank, customer will install the application from provided link.
3.5.Customer will receive application password, mPIN and tPIN through SMS.
3.6.Entering the wrong mPIN and tPIN thrice will block the MB to the account for the day. 
3.7.The USER must keep the User-id, Password, mPIN and tPIN totally confidential and not reveal the

user-id/password to any third party. 
3.8.User will not allow to let any unauthorized person have access to his handset/mobile phone or leave

the same unattended while using Mobile Banking Services. 
3.9. In the case of a joint account where mode of operation is “either or survivor “any of the joint account

holders can use the facility. The transactions in such accounts shall be binding on all the joint account
holders, jointly and severally. 

3.10.The bank reserves the right to reject a customer’s request for MB without assigning any reason.
3.11.Apart from inter bank and intra bank Fund Transfer through NEFT, bank is offering IMPS(Interbank

Mobile  Payment  Service)  for  transferring  funds  using Mobile  number  of  the  beneficiary  with  an
additional 7 digit MMID. Users of MB will be automatically issued with a MMID for the primary account



of MB. Acceptance of terms & conditions of MB implies consent of the customer for issue of MMID
also. 

3.12.The daily upper limit under the facility, per customer shall be ` 5000 per transaction and ` 50000 per
day for aggregate of fund transfer.

3.13.Any  change  in  the  business  rules  of  any  of  the  processes  will  be  notified  on  Bank’s  website
www.allahabadbank.in which will be construed as sufficient notice to the customer.

4. Usage of Facility: By Accepting the terms and conditions while registering for the facility, the customer:
4.1.agrees to use the MB for financial and non financial transactions offered by the Bank time to time.
4.2.also irrevocably authorizes the bank to debit the accounts which have been enabled for MB for all

transactions/ services undertaken by using mPIN & tPIN. 
4.3.authorizes the Bank to map the account number, user id and Mobile number for the MB offered by

Bank and preserve the data for further banking/technology products that it may offer.
4.4.agrees that he/she is aware and accepts that MB offered by the Bank will enable him /her to transact

using mPIN and tPIN within limit prescribed by the Bank and will be deemed  as bonafide transaction.
4.5.agrees that the transactions originated using the mobile phones are non retractable as these are

instantaneous/ real time.
4.6.understands and explicitly agrees that Bank has the absolute and unregulated right to revise the

prescribed ceilings from time to time which will be binding upon him/her.
4.7.agrees to use the facility on a Mobile phone properly and validity registered in his/her name only with

the Mobile Service Provider and undertake to use the facility only through Mobile Phone number
which has been used to register for the facility.

4.8.agrees that while the Information Technology Act, 2000 prescribed that a subscriber may authenticate
an electronic record by affixing his digital signature which has been given legal recognition under the
act,  the Bank is authenticating  the customer  by using Mobile number,  mPIN,tPIN and any other
method decided at the discretion of the Bank which may not be recognized under the IT Act, 2000 for
authentication of electronic records and this is acceptable and binding to the customer and hence the
customer is  solely  responsible for  maintenance of  the secrecy and confidentiality of  the all  PINs
without any liability to the Bank.

4.9.agrees to acquaint himself/herself  with the process for  using the facility and that he/she shall  be
responsible for any error made while using the facility.

4.10.agrees to authorizes the Bank to carry out all requests/transactions purporting to have been received
from his/her mobile phone and authenticated with his/her mPIN and tPIN. In the case of payment
facilities like fund transfer, mobile top up, bill payment etc. the customer shall be deemed to have
expressly authorized the Bank to make the payment when a request is received from him/her.

4.11.agrees to advise the Bank of any change in his mobile number or loss/theft of Mobile phone by
adopting the procedure laid down by the Bank for the purpose.

4.12.agrees to provide correct information to the Bank through the use of the facility or any other method.
In case of any Discrepancy in this information, the customer understands that the Bank will not be in
any way responsible for action taken based on the information. The Bank will endeavor to correct the
error  promptly  wherever  possible  on  a  best  effort  basis,  if  customer  reports  such  error  in  the
information.

4.13.accepts that the Bank shall not be responsible for any errors which may occur in spite of the steps
taken by the Bank to ensure the accuracy of the information and shall not have any claim against the
Bank in an event of any loss/damage suffered as a consequence of an information provided by the
Bank found to be not correct.

5. Others:
5.1.The Mobile banking facility available to the customers only if the customer is within cellular circles of

the telephone network providers or in the circles forming the part of the network of such telephone
service providers.



5.2.The Telecom service provider of the customer levy charges for each SMS/dial/GPRS and the Bank is
not liable for any dispute that may arise between such telecom service provider and the customer.

5.3.The Bank reserves the right to decide what services may be offered. Addition/deletion to the services
offered under the facility are at its sole discretion.

5.4.While it shall be endeavor of the Bank to carry out the instructions received from Customer promptly,
it shall not be responsible for the delay/failure in carrying out the instruction. 

6. Charges :
The Bank reserves the right to charge the customer a fee for the use of Mobile Banking and change the
fee structure at its discretion. Display of such charges on Bank’s website would serve as sufficient notice
and the same is binding on the customer.

7. Accuracy of Information: 
7.1. It is the responsibility of the Customer to provide correct information to the Bank through the use of

the Facility  or  any other method.  In  case of  any discrepancy in  this  information,  the  customer
understands  that  the  Bank  will  not  be  in  any  way  responsible  for  action  taken  based  on  the
information. The Bank will endeavor to correct the error promptly wherever possible on a best effort
basis, if the customer reports such error in information.

7.2. The customer understands that the Bank will  try,  to the best  of its  ability  and effort,  to provide
accurate information and shall not hold the Bank responsible for any errors or omission that may
occur due to reasons beyond the control of the Bank.

7.3. The customer accepts that the Bank shall not be responsible for any errors which may occur in spite
of the step taken by the Bank to ensure the accuracy of the information and shall not have any claim
against the Bank in an event of any loss/ damage suffered as a consequence of an information
provided by the Bank found to be not correct.

8. Responsibility and obligation of the Customer :
8.1. The Customer will  be responsible for all  transactions including, unauthorized /erroneous /wrong/

incorrect /mistaken /false transactions made through the use of his / her mobile phone, SIM card
and mPIN, regardless of whether such transaction are in fact entered into or authorized by him/her.
The  customer  will  be  responsible  for  the  loss/damage,  if  any  suffered  in  respect  of  all  such
transactions.

8.2. The customer shall take  all possible steps to ensure that the application and his/her mobile phone
are not shared with anyone and shall take immediate action to de-register from MB as per procedure
laid down in case of misuse/theft/loss of the mobile phone or SIM card.

8.3. The Customer will use the services offered under the facility using mPIN and tPINin accordance with
the procedure  as laid  down by the  Bank from time to time,  including the terms and conditions
contained herein.

8.4. The Customer shall keep the USER ID and all Pins confidential and will not disclose these to any
other person or will not record them in a way that would compromise the confidentiality of the same
or the security of the service.

8.5. It will  be the responsibility of the customer to notify the Bank immediately if he/she suspects the
misuse of the mPIN and tPIN. He will also immediately initiate the necessary steps to change his
Pins. 

8.6.  If the mobile phone or SIM is lost, the user must immediately take action to de-register from MB
from home branch of the primary account or as per branch.



8.7. The customer accepts that any valid transaction originating from User ID and /or registered mobile
phone number  shall  be  assumed to  have  been initiated  by the  customer  and  any  transaction
authorized by Pins is duly and legally authorized by the customer.

8.8. The  customer  shall  keep himself/herself   updated  with  regard  to  any  information  /modification
relating to the services offered under the facility which would be publicized on the Bank’s websites
and at the branches and would be responsible for taking note of /compliance of such information/
modifications in making use of the facility.

8.9. The customer shall be liable for all loss or breach of the T&C contained herein or contributed or
caused the loss by negligent actions or a failure to advise the Bank within a reasonable time about
any authorized access in the account.

8.10. The  customer  shall  be  liable  and  responsible  for  all  legal  compliance  and  adherence  of  all
commercial  terms  and  conditions  in  respect  of  the  mobile  connection/SIM  card/mobile  phone
through which the facility is availed and the Bank does not accept /acknowledge any responsibility in
this regard. 

8.11. It is the responsibility of the customer to notify the Bank, about any change in mode of operation of
accounts, through a separate communication, making a specific reference to MB availed. It is also
the responsibility of the customer to notify the Bank, any other change in operation of the account
which will otherwise make the account ineligible for the MB. Any failure on the part of the Customer
to advise the Bank separately shall continue to bind all the account holders, jointly and severally for
the transactions through this facility

9. Termination:  Bank reserves the right to terminate the facility of Payment platform/any or all of the Mobile
banking   facility, either partially or in the totality, at any time whatsoever , without prior notice. Bank also
reserve the right at any time without prior notice to add/alter/modify/change or vary all of these Terms &
Conditions.

10. Indemnity: In consideration of the Bank providing the facility, the Customer agrees to indemnify and hold
the Bank harmless against all actions, claims, demands proceedings, loss, damages, costs, charges and
expenses which the Bank may at any time incur, sustain, suffer or to be put to as a consequences of or
arising out of or in connection with any services provided to the customer pursuant hereto. The customer
shall indemnify the Bank for unauthorized access by any third party to any information/instructions/triggers
given by the customer or breach of confidentiality.

11. Disclaimer:
11.1.The customer is solely responsible for protecting his tPIN, mPIN and Mobile Phone. The bank will

not be liable for 
any unauthorized use of the customer’s identification details viz. user id and password, mobile
number,  mPIN and tPIN or for any fraudulent duplicate or erroneous  instructions/ triggers given
by use of the customer’s mPIN or tPIN. 
acting in good faith on any instructions/triggers received by Bank. 
error, default, delay or inability of Bank to act on all or any of the instructions/triggers.
loss of any information/instructions/alerts in transmission. 
unauthorized access by any other person  to any information/instructions/triggers given by the
customer or breach of confidentially. 

11.2.The Bank will not be responsible if the application is not compatible with/does not work on the mobile
handset of the customer.

11.3.Bank will not be concerned with any dispute between the customer and the cellular service provider
and makes no representation or give no warranty with respect to the quality of the service provided by
the cellular service provider or guarantee for timely delivery or accuracy of the contents of alert.

12. Governing Law & Jurisdictions :



12.1.The facility and the terms and conditions of the same are governed by the applicable laws in India.
12.2.Any Dispute or claim pertain to the facility and/or the terms and conditions herein are subject to the

exclusive jurisdiction of competent courts/tribunals/forum in Kolkata and the customer agrees to such
exclusive jurisdiction in Kolkata.

I/We hereby declare that I/we have read the above terms & conditions and understood and accept them
& agree to abide by it & shall be binding on me/us.

Place:  ____________________________

Date: Signature

with seal (where applicable)
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